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This 2011 Gulfstream Independence 8360 is a great example of a high end front
engine American RV. Based on the renowned Cummings 5.9 diesel front engine.
The thing that makes this Independence so unique is the ‘3 zone living’ floor plan
which is exactly that, 3 zones.

Zone 1 has a private lounge area as soon as you walk in the RV with opposing
leather sofas in addition to the driver and passenger swivelling chairs with a large
TV.

Zone 2 is as you walk through the RV into the kitchen dining area where there is a
fully appointed kitchen with Corian worktops opposite a freestanding table and
chairs.

This is also complimented with full length windows and an additional TV.

Zone 3 is located to the rear of the RV with a large walk around bed and an
abundance of storage. There is also a large private Jack and Jill bathroom with
access from The bedroom or the dining/kitchen area. Options include beautiful full
body paint, 2 awnings and satellite TV Satellite navigation system. Washing/ drying
machine.

22,000 miles only 

Full paint with Gelcoat full wall slide out bedroom slide out, Front engine very
Quiet diesel engine ( flat floor) on a Freightliner chassis with 6 speed automatic
Allison gearbox, Cameras to the front, side, and rear with audio reversing aid,
brilliant from wheel cut great turning circle. Cobra alarm immobiliser, 4 point
hydraulic jacks, Exausta break, Awning, Onan generator, Satellite tv, tv Lounge
and bedroom, Full through lockers, Solar panel, Fridge freezer with ice maker,
Microwave convector oven, extractor fan, gas hob, corrion work tops, Electric
double steps, 240 electrics, On board water tanks and gas tank, Dash and house
ducted air conditioning, imported by Oakwell Motorhomes the authoriser UK
dealer for Gulf Stream Coach.
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